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Missoula 
PEST.rl
BASEBALL SABERMETRICS AND STRATEGY TO 
BE FOCUS OF UM DISCUSSION
MISSOULA—
A light-hearted philosophical discussion on mathematics, strategy and 
baseball will be held at 3:10 p.m. Tuesday, April 29, in Room 312 of the 
Mathematics Building at the University of Montana.
Sponsored by UM's Department of Mathematical Sciences and billed as 
appealing to "People for Ethical Statistical Tests (PEST)," the discussion 
will feature sabermetics, as introduced by Bill James in his "Baseball 
Abstract." Discussion leaders Dave Patterson and Scott Lewis, UM assistant 
professors of mathematics, will use the scientific method to examine accepted 
"baseball strategy" vs. actual data.
The discussion, timed to coincide with the emergence of the "Boys of 
Summer" once again upon the national scene, is free and open to the public.
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